
What is a WiseBasket?
WiseBasket is a readymade portfolio of stocks with weights to each stock in the portfolio. The 
portfolio could be based on an idea, theme or strategy. To give an example, we recently constructed 
a portfolio named 'Growth Plus' which contains stocks which are set to benefit from the growing 
middle class population in India. Each stock in this portfolio had an assigned weight which is derived 

after detailed analysis. 

What is the Objective of WiseBasket?
Asset allocation is one of the important drivers of portfolio returns. For eg, whether HDFC Bank 
forms 5% or 10% or 20% of your portfolio makes a huge difference to your portfolio returns. We have 

observed that our clients have lost a lot of money by not making the right allocation to stocks.
WiseBasket helps to eliminate this problem by not only picking the right stocks for you but also 

giving the appropriate weightage to each stock so that it maximizes the portfolio returns.

How do we Choose Stocks in WiseBasket?

Key Advantages of Owning a WiseBasket

Different WiseBaskets have different parameters on the basis of which we select stocks in the 
basket. For eg, our Bank WiseBasket has been selected taking into consideration factors such as 
return on asset, net interest margin (NIM), Advance Growth, Current Account Savings Account 
(CASA) Ratio, Gross NPA Ratio, Market Capitalization and Price/Book Value. We have observed these 
parameters over a long period of time. Post this exercise we have zeroed in on the best banks in the 

country and their respective weightages.

Pre-researched basket of stocks : Each wise basket product comes with stocks that are well 
researched and hand picked by our research team to bring an ease of investment for you.

Zero Management Fees: PMS charges 2.5% of asset under management (AUM) as management 
fee to manage your portfolio. We deliver this product to you absolutely free.



No Entry & Exit Restrictions: Extremely liquid product. Once invested in wise Basket you can exit 
at your will.

Allocation of Weightage Matters : Each wise Basket comes with its own allocation and 
weightage of different stocks. Industry research states that differently weighted stock portfolio 
has majorly outperformed the equal weighted portfolio. Whether HDFC should form 10% or 20% 
of your portfolio makes a vast difference to your portfolio returns. We have given highest 
importance to allocation while creating the right basket for you.

Buy or Sell Multiple Stocks in a Single Click : Each wise basket product is a combination of 15-20 
stocks. You can buy & sell all of them in a single click.
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